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Pkites IX  and X
ABSTRUCT. Results 0/the measurements of (lowncoiuiiiK aiipjes earried out at Delhi 
111: signals radiated from the Iloinhay and Madras broadcasting stations of AlMndia Radio are 
gi\en and discussed. Clo.se agreement has been found between the experimental and the 
tliforetieal values. U.se of pulse signals radiated from these stations made it possible to resolve 
the downcoming wavc.s into their component waves and to determine the dowucoming angles of 
each. The results provide an interesting study of the imporlaiice of the various parameters which 
may control propagation under given conditions. The role of the intervening ionized strata 
.siieh as the Fi-laycr i.s also analysed and discussed,
1 N T R 0  D U C T 1 0  N
The importance of a knowledge of the angle of arrival of short-waves 
iuopagated via the ionosphere has been pointed out in an earlier paper,' The 
present programme of work was undertaken to analyse the propagation condi­
tions that prevail in the case of transmissions from the regional short-wave 
transmitters of All-India Kadio, As will be apparent from a study of the results 
pie.seuted iii the text, use of pulse signals not only helped to overcome the 
difTiculty exi)erienced in connection with the agitation and haphazard rotation 
of the patterns ai>pearing on the cathode-ray oscillograph screen, but also 
liel])cd to resolve the dowucoming waves into their various components, thus 
providing direct information regarding the extent and impoitance of the various 
modes of propagation prevailing at any time. The use of pulse signals for down- 
coming angle measurements is therefore a very potent and vigorous method of 
attack for obtaining information on short-wave propagation-
40
H I S T O R I C A L
Various methods rif measurement have been adopted by previous workers 
m this field of downcoming angle measurements, some of the notable workers, 
among them" being Friis," Kckersley,’’ Hollingworth/ hriis, heldraan and 
^^ liarpless,*" Vl^ilkius,* Croue| Kruger, Goubati and Zenneck, iiyfrig, Edwards,
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and Chamanlal.’ Here the various methods are described briefly. Friis used 
tW’O vertical aerials spaced one-third of a wavelength apart to collect the signal 
and used a C .R .(). for measuring the phase difference. The method employed 
by Ilollingworlh consisted in recording simultaneously the signals picked up 
on a vertical aerial and a loop aerial vvith its plane in the plane of propagation. 
It can be shown that ratio of the e.m.f. developed in the vertical aerial to that 
in the loop is proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence measured to 
the horizontal. Also instead of recording signal strengths, he employed two 
amplifiers the gains of which were adjusted to give a null on a galvanometer 
when connected differentially to the outputs of the amplifiers. The ratio of 
the outputs of the amplifiers would then give the cosine of the angle of incidence. 
Iwkersley used another development of the vertical and loop aerial. Wilkins, 
and receiUly Chamanlal employed the method developed by the Radio Research 
Itoard of England. It consists essentially in measuring the phase difference 
set U]) in two similar and parallel horizontal aerials with their centres in the 
great circle path of the transmitter and with their axes at right angles to it. 
A C.U.O. is used for measuring the phase difference. Friis, Feldman and 
Sharplcss employed primarily two methods known us (/) the Differential output 
method, and (iii the Phase method. In the differential output method, they 
employed two horizontal aerials with different heights above the ground to give 
a contrasting directional pattern in the vertical plane and the outputs were record­
ed simultaneously on integrating field-strength recorders and the ratio of the 
output was the measure of the downcoming angle. In the phase method, two 
vertical aerials spaced apart in the great circle path between transmitter and 
receiver were used and the difference in phase set up was either measured by 
inserting a calibrated phase adjuster in one of the limbs and adjusting for balance 
or measured on the C.R.O. in the usual way. Edwards and Jansky used the 
very elaborate musa sy'stem with an array of rhombic antennae.
The present method is the same as used by Chamanlal * in the determina­
tion of the dowucoming angles of foreign short-wave stations. Tins method is 
adopted for two reasons. It is easy to set up, and it works admirably well on 
pulse signals. With the help of a C .R .O ., it is possible to resolve the wave 
into its component rays and to measure their downcoming angles simultaneously.
T H E O R Y
The basic principle underlyimg the method is illustrated in Fig. i .
A  and B are two parallel horizontal aerials and E A  is the direction of the 
downcoming ray making an angle 6 to the horizontal. The phase difference 
set up as a result of the path difference A F is given by :
 ^ cos B cos  ^radians,
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wlierc d =  Spacinj^ in metres between the two parallel aeiials.
A =  The wave-length ill metres of the wave under investigation.
6 =  The dovviicoming angle of the incident wave measured to the 
horizontal.
yp =  The angle between the direction of the transmitting station 
and the line joining the centres of the aerials.
It can be shown that in a homogeneous llekl the effect of the ground will 
he similar for both the aerials. Though it might affect the signal slrcnglli, it 
does not alter the phase relationship. the downcoining angle, can be calculated 
if <t> is measured.
The icquisite part of the experiment is the correct measurement of this 
phase difference. When the e.in.f.’s of the aerials are fed to the opposite pairs 
of plates of the C .R .O ., an ellipse is formed. If the two e.m .f.’s are equal, the 
major axis of the ellipse will be inclined at an angle of 45'' to the axes of the 
C.U.O. screen and the eccentricity of the ellipse is dependent upon the phase 
diiference between the two e.ni.f.'s. However the aerial outputs are to be con­
siderably amplified before a suitable deflection can be obtained on the C-R.O, 
For this purpose amplifiers aie used.
T H K K X r  H R T M K N T A I, S E T -  U P
The set-up is essentially the same as was used by Chamaulal  ^ in his earlier 
work. Therein the set-up and the tLchnique of measurement are dealt with in 
detail. Here only a brief description need be given.
Two horizontal doublet aerials 12 feet high, cut for the proper wave-length 
spaced suitalJly, are used as signal collectors. The outputs are taken through
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twisted flex feeders on to a " Receiving hut.' In the liul, arc housed the shielded 
aerial switching panel and the amplifier assembly. The amplifier assembly consists 
of two coniinercial receivers, each receiver consisting of two stages of R .F. ampli-^  
ficatioii and five stages of I.F . ainiflificatioii. The local oscillators in the fec^ivers 
arc made inactive. An external oscillator replaces tln-m and feeds both the receivers 
similarly and in the same pliasc. "i'his ensures that the same phase relationsliip is 
Iias.sed on from the R.h*. to I.F . stages. The outputs of the final l.K . amplifiers 
are fed to tlie opposite pairs of the plates of llieC.R.O. The aerial switching panel 
consists Cif two shielded double-pole double-throw switches connected in such a 
v\ay lliat any one of the two receivers can be connected to any of the two aerials 
separately or together.
V  R  () C K 1) TT R K
The desired station is tuned in by means of the heterodyning osoillah i and 
by setting the receivers approximately to the desired station. The same aeiial 
is connected to both the receivers. Then the finer Inning is made by the help 
of the C.R.O. for maximum deflection. By slight adjustii ent of thetunini;' 
condenser and R.F- gain controls of the receiveis, the trace on the C.R.O. is 
made into a line inclined at /-15“ to the horizontal and vertical axes. In this 
condition the receivers will Iiavc the same gain and zxto  pliase difference.. All 
that is then necessary is to put the two receivers on mdepeiident aerials and 
record the resultant ellipse. The resultant ellipse should not change Us size oi 
shape by inlerchanging the aerials. It however does change inider impro]oei 
conditions.
The imiMoper conditicais arise due to the input impedance conditions not 
remaining the same when the tw^ o receivers are connected in parallel to the same 
aeiial as when they are connected independently to two separate aerials. In tliis 
case when the two receivers arc connected in parallel and adjusted for zero 
phase and then changed over to independent aerials, the change in input im­
pedance introduces a certain error which manifests itself as an extra phase 
difference. This extra phase difference adds up in one case and subtracts in 
the other from the incoming phase, when the aerials are inteiTlianged. The 
change of shape of the ellipse noticed is due to this. It is obvious that the 
correct phase difference is the mean of the two. If, however, the extra phase 
introduced is large, the results become complicated. Taking for instance a ease 
where the phase difference set up between the aerials is only lo"" while the 
impedance error is say the eccentricity of the ellipses appearing on the
C.R.O. will be lo"’ ± 20°, i.e , —10'’ and 30*^ . An ellipse of a phase diffeience 
- id "' means the same as the one of Thus the ellipses are of 10 ’ and 30""
eccentricity and the mean of the two gives a value of 20*^  which is erroneous. With 
a view to correct this, the input circuits in the earlier work  ^ were made resistive by
connecting very lowvalue resistances across the inputs. This, however, reduces the 
gains considerably. In the present set-up the problem is solved slightly diffeiJcutly. 
The two receivers, particularly their input circuits, are aligned very careiUlly by 
lueaps of a sweep frequency, oscillator. This alignment is carried out right on tJie 
working band itself to ensure absolute identity. It was found by this that no 
extra phase error is introduced because the two input circuits being identical 
are affected equally. Any slight error that may creep in will be accounted for 
by taking the mean of the two values. This improvement over the previous 
method gave greater sensitivity to the receivers and better definition to the 
ellipses.
U E I I A V I O U R  A N D  1 N  T  R P R  U T  A T  T O N O U  T H E  E D L l l ’ S E S  
A P P It  A  R  I N O ON T  H E  C.R.O. S  C R 1C E  N
Under actual working conditions it was observed that the two regional 
stations, Bombay and Madras, seldom gave ellipses that were sufficiently steady 
for downcomiug angle measurements. The ellipses were often found to rotate, 
and change their size and shape in a haphazard manner. It was the worst in the 
mornings and the nights when multiple reflections were many. During the 
noon and early evening they were steadier. Mention is to be made of Madras 
signals in the early evenings. When Madras was working on 6o metres the 
signals were extremely steady though poor and the ellipse on the C.R .O , hardly- 
changed its eccentricity. The pulse transmission at this lime gave a single 
return indicating single ray transmission.
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U S E  O F P U L S E  S I G N A L S
This unsteady nature of the ellipse is known to every worker in this field 
and is correctly ascribed to energy being received in more than one direction 
ill the vertical plane. (Friis, Feldman and bhaipless aic probably the first to 
bring into use the pulse signals for downcoming angle measurements.) If the 
transmitter sends out short duration pulses instead of a steady earlier, the inci­
dent wav« could be resolved into component rays. Each pulse signal sent out, 
travelling by several different paths or different numbers of reflections, would 
arrive at the receiving end as a succession of pulses, each characterised by its 
time-delay and by its angle of arrival. These characteristics arc made use of to 
study the component rays separately.
In the present case pulses were radiated at a rate of 50 per second, each 
occupying about ’0004 secoud. The pulse signals are received in the same 
way as the carrier, with this difference that the receiving equipment is suitably 
modified. Pulse reception calls for wide-band receivers. This was achieved by
modifying the equipment by introducing resistances in the tuned circuits of the
I.F . stages, thus flattening out their response characteristics,
?—1423P— V I
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Typical patterns of the succession of pulses received at Delhi from Bombay 
and Madras broadcasting stations are given in plates IX  and X . They give in­
formation on the time-delays suffered by each ray and they also show the energy 
distribution in the component rays of an incident wave. This will be dealt 
with more fully later. Such patterns are obtained by tuning in the pulse signals 
on one of the dual-receivers and applying the amplified signals to the vertical 
deflecting plates of the C .R .O ., to the horizontal deflecting plates of which is 
applied a linear time base of 50 cycles per second and synchronized with the 
pulse frequency. I f, however, to the horizontal plates, the signals from the other 
receiver are applied instead of the linear time base, ellipse patterns such as the 
ones shown in plate X  are obtained. 'I'he ellipses formed will be equal in number 
to the number of component pulses, the size and eccentricity of each depending 
upon the amplitude and downcoming angle respectively of the component pulses.
The pulse-pattern and the ellipse-pattern combined give all the necessary 
information.
In practice, the method adopted for recording the pulse and ellipse-p)atterns 
is to take a series of photographs of each by means of a camera. The pulse- 
patterns could be switched over to the ellii^se pattern by operating a switch.
The calculation of the downconiing angle from the eccentricity of the ellipse 
is then a simple matter. This was discussed fully in the earlier paper referred 
to before.
R E S U L T S
The results cover a period of eight months from 37th February, 1941, to 
13th November, 19 4 1. They arc presented in a tabular form (Table I) 
giving the most common downcoming angles obtained during the period of 
measurements for the various transmissions. The actual mode of propagation
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aud the downcoming ray of maximum energy are also indicated in tliis table. 
As mentioned earlier, these measurcmenls were mostly on pulse signals, Special 
pulse transmissions were radiated for about 15 minutes’ duration Iwfore the 
commencement of and soon after the close of any particular transmission. 
Table I I  gives the details of the transmission hours and the wave-lengths in 
the case of Bombay and Madras stations of All-India Radio on which the 
measurements were conducted. From the results arrived at on the pulse trans­
missions that were radiated just before and just after a particular transmission, 
the mode of propagation that prevailed during the actual transmission is 
deduced.
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In considering propagation between any two points, it is very necessary to 
know the state of the ionosphere, such as the ionic densities and the layer heights, 
the distance between the two places, the transmitting and receiving antennae 
characteristics and the working wave-lengths. The working wave-lengths are 
given in Table II . Table I I I  gives the details of the transmitting antennae. 
The transmitting antenna in all cases is a horizontal dipole aerial at diflferent 
heights above the ground. The vertical polar diagrams of these aerials as 
calculated and drawn for the Delhi bearing are given in Figs. 3 and 3. The 
distance between Bombay and Delhi is 1,145 kms. and between Madras and 
Delhi is 1 971 kms. on the great-circle path. Such of the ionosphere data that are 
available are given in the form of graphs III , IV , V and V I (Figs, 6 and 7).
For facilitation of discussion, the results for each transmission are taken up
separately Thus the results fall under 4 parts ; (i) Transmission I (morning); 
(«  TKBSmissio, I I  taoon); («« TraisniissioD III , part .  (»rlj- eveoirg); and 
Ua) Transmissioa I I I ,  part 2 (night).
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In order to follow the sequence of the measurements made, the results for 
the night transmission are presented first.
T R A N S M I S S I O N  III ( P A R T  a)
As would be expected, the propagation at this time is via the F-layer.
The two stations, Bombay and Madras, on which the measurements were 
conducted, were operating in the 90 metre baud for the winter of 1940-41 and 
in the 60 metre band for the summer of 1941. The details of the change-over 
appear in Table II.
the horizontal)
F ig. 4
the horizontal) 
F ig . 5
T abi.h h i
Station Wave-length
Height of 
transmitting Bearing of Bearing of the Angle betweent ‘h p  lr\f1 L
antenna in 
terms of 
A
transniilting
antenna
station from 
Delhi
t i l e  m r
of antenna and 
Delhi
Bombay 31.4  m. .86a North-vSouth 303".27 IC of N. 23*-27
41.4 4  in. .65A (old) n t )
» / .44A (new) M i i
61.48 111. •6a ^ M If M
89.15 m. *41^ If I I II
M ad ras 3J-3S m- .74^ 7 5 ' E  of N. B^of N. 8 6 * .i s
41.37 m . .56A (old) ) 1 II I f
»» .44A (new) •» II I*
60.g8 m. ,7 iX 1 1 If I*
87.34 m- .49X f ) 1»
During 90 metre operation, a typical pulse pattern obtained in the case of 
Bombay is to be seen in pattern No. i ,  plate IX , and the case of Madras is to be 
seen in pattern No. r, plate X ,  It will be seen that there are several compoucut 
pulses, or returns, in each case. They represent successive multiple reflections 
from the P-Iayer. The downcoming angles for each of these returns were 
obtained. On a reference to Table I, it will be seen that in the case of llombay, 
tlie second return was giving an angle of 44° to the horizontal while the third 
return gave an angle of 56 . In order to know the layer height from these angles, 
reference is to be made to graph I  (Fig. 4), which is drawn to show the down’
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coming angle against the virtual height for the first, second, third* fourtli, fiftli 
and sixth hop transmission between Bombay and Delhi, The virtual heiglit 
of the layer comes out to be of the order of 290 km. In the case of Madras, 
the downcoming angles obtained w^ ere 33® and 45® corresponding to the second, 
-Old third returns in the pulse-pattern. On a reference to graph I I  (Fig. 5) drawn» 
for transmission between Madras and Delhi, the layer height conies out to be 
350 km. An idea of the nature of the F-,layer height is to be obtained from 
that recorded at this time at Madras and Delhi working on 90 metre wave, 
t his is given in graph I I I  (Fig. 6). The average layer height at Delhi is nearly 
300 kin. while at Madras it is of the order of 350 km.
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On a study of the pulse patterns it will be seen that in the cases of Bombay 
and Madras, the third hop is the strongest. During the several observations 
made, it was found that it was either the second hop or the third hop that was 
the strongest. It may be remembered that the amplitudes of these returns were 
subject to 'fading.' They would vary considerably and irregularly. Seldom 
was the ist hop strong. The reason for this is not far to seek. It is due to the 
characteristics of the transmitting and the receiving antennae used. The 
transmitting antenna is not radiating at the angle required for ist hop propaga­
tion and the receiving aerial is not picking up so well at the « t  kop angle as 
at the 2ud and 3rd hop angles. The result observed is the product of the both.
In the case of Bombay for F-layer transmission the downcoming angles are 
2 4 °.5  for ist hop, 44*^  for the 2nd,hop and 56° for 3rd hop. These are read off 
from graph I (Fig. 4) for a virtual height of 300 km. The relative radiation ampli­
tudes for the transmitting antenna given in Fig. 2 are 5.3 for ist hop, 8.7 for the 
2nd hop, and 9 for the 3rd hop, while the pick-up figures of the receiving aerial 
are s, 8.2 and 9.8, respectively. A s a result of these, the received signal ampli­
tudes, being proportional to the products of these, are 26.5, 71 .3  and 88.2 for 
ist, and and 3rd hops respectively. Allowing for the correction to b© made for
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Typical pulse-pattern photographs
spreading and attenuation (the latter liowever being usnailv negligible nt the 
time when th^se measurements are made) it can be shown lhal the ist hop 
would be considerably weaker than the 2nd and 3rd hops.
Similarly in the case of Madras (Fig. 3), the resultant amplitudes work out to 
be 17-6. 70.5 and 92.4 for 1st, 2nd and 3rd hops respectively. From this it is 
dear why 2nd and 3rd hops are stronger in the cases of both Uombay and Madras.
The vital part the antenna [days is brought out in the following results c 
Aerial change-over tests were carried out at the Madras transmitter u.sing a high 
and a low aerial alternately. The test was carried out during the pulse trans­
mission. When the higher aerial (..|oA high) was used the maximum energy was 
received at an angle of 30” to the horizontal and it corresponded to the 2nd hop 
from the F'-layer, while with the lower aerial (.25A high) the maximum energy 
received, was at sS° and corresponded to 5th hop from F. Turning to the 
polar diagrams of the two transmitting aerials, it will be .seen that in the case of 
higher aerial, maximum radiation is at about 34“ to the horizontal, while with the 
lower aerial, the maximum radiation is at a much higher angle.
When Madras and Bombay started o[)crating on 60 ni. band for the smntner 
of 1041, the same ejo m. aerial w'as used, thus raising the height of the trans­
mitting antenna in terms of A (w!ive-leiig,th), and favouring low angle ladiation. 
It was then predicted that 1st lio[) should be the strongest and, as will be 
seen later, this was the case. When Madras and Bombay stations lowered the 
height of their transmitting antenna on 41 in. to .44A in the day transmission, 
the immediate effect was the weakening or disapiiearance of the first hop.
There are a few interesting observations to be noted here. On the 4th of. 
March, 1941, at 2230 l.S .T . Bombay <)o m. cairier w'as observed to be fading as a 
rajiid llutter. This was unusual, but the dowmeoming angle was all the time very 
steady, indicating a singlc-rjiy transmission. The angle was 32" and represents 
ist ho[) from F, the viitual height being 407 km. The 4th of March, 1941, 
ballpens to be a magnetic.d!y disturbed day, though re[iorted to be of slight 
intensity. The low ionization density and high layer height would tend to 
decrease niaxiiiiuin usable frequency. This may explain why the and and 3rd 
hops which are usually the strongest were' absent on this date. The agitation of 
the signal obseived is probably due to a similar slate of agitation of the ionosiihcre 
to he expected on a magnetically disturbed day.
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T H E  V I R T U A L  H E I G H T  P A R A D O X
111 a multi-hop transmission, the virtual height of the layer from which 
’■ cflectious take place would increase as the order of the hop increases, as shown 
m Fig. S. The results on Bombay and Madras stations working in the 90 m. 
band usually conformed to this. Iloviever, at the beginning of April, an unusual 
phenomenon was- observed on Bombay pulse-patterns. Fig. 2, plate IX , gives
3- I 423P -V I
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such a type of patteni, It will be seen that as against Fig. i, plate IX , which 
is the usual pulse’^ pattern, the returns are very much separated, indicating greater
Tridicating the incronsc of virtna] height with the increase in the order of the hop
Kk ;. 8
time delays. The downcoming angles obtained for such returns vshowed that the 
virtual height decreases as the order of hop increases. For instance, tlie results on 
the loth April, j 941, showed that the 1 St hop is reflected from a virtual height 
of 500 km., the 2nd hop fioni i^/|o ktn. and ^^ r^d hop from 393 km. This is in 
variance with the established notions. As an explanation it is suggested that a 
deflecting layer in the transmission path, such as the residual E-layer that could 
have been present at the time of measurement, would be responsible for 
such a phenomenon* In Fig. 9 the transmission path and the virtual 
height are diagraminatically shown based upon the equivalence theorem for the 
plane earth. It will be seen from the diagram that the virtual height for the 2nd 
hop is actually lower than that for the ist hop. In the presence of a deflecting 
layer in the transmission path, tlie amount of deviation produced is dependent 
upon the angle of incidence of the ray. A vertically incident ray does not suffer
Indicating decreasejn the_virtual height with increase in the order of hop  
in the prefsence of an intervening ionised layer
F i g . 9
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auy deviation, whereas the greater the ohiHti.H.r • .. 
will 1» the dev,at™ . 1 he greater the devia,i„„ ,he greater is the v i L l  L g h t
tha“  he'/rd top “  “ “
Aeother eSect of the i»letve„iaE layer is its eilect „„ the eeersy distribiitiot,
m the various coinponeut rays. Uefeniu^ to ihe pulsc-patteni No. .2, plate IX , 
again, it will be noted that the first four hops are of the same order of amplitude. 
Ihe first hop which on normal clays waS very much weaker than the second and 
Lhiid hops, is now equal in amplitude. It was shown earlier that the amplitudes 
are in the ratio of 21, 71 and 8S on an assumption of no attenuation being 
experienced. However, with the presence of the intervening K-layer, this factor 
cannot be ignored. The attenuation suffered will be greater, the greater the 
immbei of hops. This lends to equalize the relative amplitudes. Thus it will be 
seen that the effects of intervening ionized strata are fell in the time-delays, in the 
eiieigy distiibulion, and in the values c>f the dow ncoining angles of the component
waves. Here the effects are only mentioned. It allows a study on a quantitative 
basis.
On the 16th of April, ICj4T, Bombay and l\ladras changed over to-the 60 
metre baud. As entered in Table 1, the results slunv that the propagation is 
taking place by multiple reflections from the F-layer. In the case of Bombay the 
clowncomiug angles were 27' for-the first hop and 46^  ^ for the 2nd hop. These 
give virtual heights of 335 km. and 377 km- respectively. The low^ ering of the 
viitual height as the order of the hop increases is again due to intervening FMayer. 
lu the case of Madras the angles are 17".5, 45°, 52^ 56" for the first, third, fourth 
and fifth hops respectively, giving virtual heights of 410 km., 357 km., 337 km.
315 km., respectively. This marked puigessive lowering of the virtual 
height is ouce again the effect of the K-layer.
As the pulse-patterns reveal (No. 3, plate IX , and No. 2, plate X ), in either 
case it is the first hop w^ hich gives the maximuin energy. The rea.son, as was 
predicted earlier, was due to the transmitting antennae favouring low-angle 
radiation.
t r a n s m i s s i o n  III, A R T T I B  A R L V H V  Iv N I N G ) •
The two reference stations were operating on the 60 metre band during tlie 
winter of 1940-41, and on the 41 metre band during the summer of 1941.
During winter, a typical pulse-pattern obtained on pulse-signals radiated from 
Bombay jqst before the commencement of the actual transmission is given in 
pattern No, 4, plate IX . Two returns w^ ere usually present. They are the first 
n^d the second hops from the E*layer. The first hop gave an angle of w'hilc 
Ihe second gave an angle of 19^ The viVtual heights tvork out to be lod km., 
either case.
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The question which now arises is whether E-layev transmission between 
Bombay and Delhi is iiossible at this time (5 p.in.) and whether the transmitting 
antenna gives appreciable radiation at such low angles. Although no experi­
mental data for K-layer critical frequencies are available for this period, fairly 
reliable computation can be made by the use of Chapman's formula
ht cos Zj V  
fv^  \ cos Z j
(where Z, and Za are the Sun s zenithal angles) and the Washington critical fre­
quency data available for this period. Calculated maximum usable frequencit,s 
for the mouths of March and April, iq-ji, work out to be 9 .1, 5 and 3.8 Mc/s foi 
the first, second and third hop jiropagution during the month of March and 9.6, 
5,3 and 4 Mc/s, respectively for the month of April, 1941. Thus the first and the 
second hop transmission via the IC-layer may be possible. There is a certain 
amount of radiation at these angles, but the radiation is low. This would suggest 
that the signals arc to be expected to be poor, which was actually the case. 
Radiation at higher angles was useless as far as tlie particular receiving point was 
concerned, as such signals would I)C badly attenuated on their passage through the 
K-layer.
In March, the second hop was olwei ved to be the stronger while in Ai>ril the 
first hop was the stronger. TJic pulse-pattern given in plate IX  is for April. TJiere 
are two factors to be considered in this comiecHoii. One is the radiation at these 
angles and the other is the attenuation in the lower regions such as the I) region. 
The radiation at the second hop angle is greater, but so are the attenuation losses, 
A's the attenuation losses would be greater in April it would appear that the 
balance is in favour of second hop in March and first hop in April.
The results presented above refer only to the propagation conditions prevailing 
at the beginning of the transmission. 'I'here is unfortunately insufficient interval 
between part 1  and part II of transmission II I  for special pulse transmission in 
order to study the propagation conditions at the end of part I of transmission I I I .
In the case of Madras, there was usually a solitary return present, as will 
he seen from pulse-pattern No. 3, plate X , The carrier was found to be 
exceedingly steady and the ellipse on the C.R-O. showed a steady angle all 
the time. Such an ellipse is illustrated in pattern No. 8, plate X . The trans­
mission is evidently by a single ray. The downcoming angle was measured 
to be 19" in March, 1941, which is probably K-layer transmission.
Though no experimental date for K-layer critical frequencies are available 
for this period, on computation it was found that the first, second and the third 
hop propagation via the R-Iayer was possible. Added to this possibility, is the 
suitability of the transniilling aerial. The transmitting aerial was 0.71 A high, 
giving fairly low-angle radiation. Referring to Fig. 5, the downcoming angles 
for propagation via the K-layer come out to ho i".2 for 1st hop, 9 °.! for and hoi>
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Typical pulsc-pattem photographs
:iiid X5 hop» Ihc relative inltiisilies in thessc dirccliaiis, as read
from  the polar diagram in Fig. are nil, lo.o and 14,4, respectively. Trans­
mission by ist hop being ruled out, transmission by either .nid 01 3rd hop is
possible.
vSui)porting the K-layer transmission, tlierc is a certain amomil 01 practical 
evidence loo. Strong echoes from lv-Ia>ev were observed on vertical Incidence 
pulse measurements carried put on the Pom.  I)and at Delhi on the 2nd April 
and at Madras on the yth April, ipax, at the time of these measurements. They 
were not of sporadic nature but they were strong and persistent echoes—which 
v\ ould suggest a probability of transmission by li-layer on these two days, The 
same characteristics of the received signal, i,r., steady though poor, were observed 
on those two days as on other days, indicating no difference in the mode of 
])i(>i)agation. It is, therefore, deduced that ihe transmission on all the days is 
l-rubably by E .
As stated above, the dowiicoming angle in March, 1041, was ig‘\ This 
works out to be 3rd hop from U. In April, the conditions were not as steady 
as in March. The dovvneoming angle came ont to be 75 which works out 
lo be 2nd hop from the K-layer. Here again the two factors, the radiation and 
the attenuation, seemed to have come into consideration.
As in tlie case of Bombay, these results presented above refer only to the 
beginning of the evening traiismissiom Eater in the Iransmission, the steady 
ellipses on carrier slowly gave place lo more unsteady ones and by the dose of the 
transmission, the ellipses were found to be highly unsteady, indicating the pre- 
scncc of two or more component waves. It is to be expected tliat the JMayer 
propagation gave way to the K-layer propagation.
On the i6th of Ainil, 1941, both Bombay and Madras changed over to the 
4T metre baud for the summer.
Madras begins its transmission at p.ni. The signal on the pulses was found 
lo be extremely poor. In general tlie pulse-patterns were cotnposed of 3 groups 
of returns well separated as seen in ivaltcrn No. IV, plate X . (jenerally the 2nd 
group was found to be the strongest. The downcoming angle came out to be 
3 5 " .  On these days when the 2nd grou]) was found to be the strongest in the 
pulse pattern measurements made on the carrier soon afterwards, when full 
power w-as put on for the actual transmission, the angle came out to be 34*^ . 
The angle for the 3rd group was also obtained and it came ont to be 46“, Thus 
we have a pattern of three returns, the 2nd giving an angle of 34 and the 3rd 
an angle of 46"^  ; 34® corresponds to 2nd hop from a layer height of 370 km. 
and 46® corresponds to 3rd hop from a virtual layer height of 370 knn again. 
On this basis we may assume that the tliree returns obseivcd in the pulse 
pattern are the 1st, 2nd and 3rd hops from F2 layer. These returns instead 
of being in the form of single pulses are in the form of groups. The groups 
are formed due to the angular spread in the vertical plane, which may be due
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to scattering or irregular reflections ia the ionized layer. Theoretical considera­
tions show a possibility of w d  hop propagation yia the Ivlayer, No results were 
obtained to confirm this.
Bombay starts its transmission at 5 p.m. The special pulse transmission, 
preceding this, usually gave a pulse-i^attern of four returns out of which the 
2nd was observed to be the strongest (No. 5, plate IX). The angle corresponding 
to this comes out to be 4b® as shown in table I, and fits in as 2nd hop from a 
layer of a virtual height uf 3] 7 km. The delays between the successive returns 
appear to show that they are the successive hops from P^dayer. The maximum 
usable frequencies for transmission via the IMayer show that that only one hop 
transmission would be possible. However, there is no radiation from the trans­
mitting antenna at this angle as can be seen from the polar diagram. As at 
5 p.m. it is difficult to show clear demarcation between F i-  and P'2-layers, we 
may say that the transmission is by Fdayer.
Summarising the results for the beginning of transmission 111, it would 
appear that propagation on 60 metres is via l{-layer, while in the case of 41 metre 
transmissions, it is probably via in the case of Madras and F in the case of 
Bombay.
T R  A. N S M 1 vS vS 1 0  N I I  ( N O O N )
In the winter months of 1940-41, and till the 15th May, 19.11» Bombay and 
Madras were working on 31 metres and changed over to 41 metres on the i*6lh 
May, 1941.
The pulse transmissions from Bombay, preceding and succeeding the actual 
transmission, gave three returns as seen in pulse-pattern No. 6 in plate IX . The 
second was always the strongest. It w^ as usually several times stronger tlian 
either the 1st or 3rd. The average downcoming angle for the 2nd return came 
out to be 22" to the horizontal, which represents 2nd hop transmission from E 
at a height of 125 km. The time-delays between the first two returns in the 
pulse-pattern also go to show that the transmission is by K-layer.
The theoretical considerations based on critical frequencies show that one 
hop and two hop transmission via the IMayer is the most probable mode of 
I>ropagation.
It was staled above that the 2nd hop giving an angle of 22"^  was several 
times stronger than either the ist or the 3rd. The reason lies in the character­
istics of the transmitting antenna. The polar diagram given in Fig. 2 shows 
that most of the energy is transinittgd at very high angles. But for a small lobe 
there is no energy until we reach so"* to the horizontab The small lobe gives 
a maximum at 20® to the horizontal which was nearly the angle that was obtained 
for the second return. All the high-angle radiation was useless as far as the 
receiving point was concerned. Such high-angle radiation could be received as 
a 7th or 8th hop from E  or 3rd or 4th hop from F^. Neither of these would, 
however, reach the receiving place, for they would be attenuated away.
No definite results could be obtained on Madras during transmission II due to 
the poor signal strength.
After the introduction of 41 metres for noon transmission, results were ob­
tained in the case of Bombay during the months of October and November, 1941, 
The pulse transmission preceding and succeeding the actual tiansmission usually 
gave four returns (pulse-pattern Nos. 7 and 8, plate IX). The average downcoming 
angles obtained were 2 1° , 40“ , 47“ and 59° corresponding to the first four 
returns. They work out to be ist, end, 3rd and 4th hop from layer at a virtual 
height of nearly 250 km. K-layer transmission by one hop could be possilfie, but 
for little energy being radiated by the transmitting antenna at this angle. Data 
are available from the vertical incidence pulse measurements carried out at Delhi 
before the commencement and after the end of noon transmission that give an 
average layer height of about 2H0 km at 12.00 noon and 270 km. at 14.30 hrs. 
The day-to-day variations in height are shown in graphs IV  and V (Figs. 6 and 
7). For oblique incidence the layer height as expected was obtained to be lower 
than for vertical incidence.
Summarising the results for the noon transmission, wc find that the trans­
mission between Bombay and Delhi on 31 metres is via the F-layer in Way, 1941, 
and by F2-layer in October, 1941, when the working wave-length was metres. 
Taking all the factors into consideration we find once again that the practical and 
theoretical modes agree.
T R A N S M I S S I O N  I ( M <I R N I N O )
Bombay and Madras operated on 41 metres during transmission I for the 
entire period under review. The re.sults in the case of Bombay, both before and 
after the transniissioii, work out to be multiple hops from F-layer. They fairly 
closely follow mirror-like reflections- The ayerage downcoming angles were 21",
53“ and 63° for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th hops respectively. The virtual 
height is nearly 250 km. Vertical incidence jiulse measurements carried out be­
fore the commencement of transmission show' considerable variations in the virtual 
heights recorded as can be .seen from graph V I (Fig. 7). These variations are 
due to the working frequency being close to the critical frequency. The average 
layer height in the month of August to the middle of September is approximately 
of the order of 300 km-, and from the middle of September till the middle of 
November is of the order of 260 km. Thus once again the layer heights obtained 
by the oblique incidence measurements are lower. Bombay was originally using 
a transmitting aerial 0.65A above ground and changed over to an aerial 0.44A 
above ground on the 8th of October, 1941. A simultaneous change was noticed. 
First hop, which was quite strong, became considerably weaker. Fig. 9, plate IX , 
shows the pulse-pattern observed before the aerial change-over and Fig. 10, plate 
IX , shows the pul§e-pattern after the change-over. The polar diagram for the old 
and pew transmitting antennae (Figs, 2 and 3) bear out the results that were
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obtained. When the higher aerial was used, the rst and 2nd hops were observed 
to be quite strong and the 3rd hop was considerably weak. With the lower aerial 
1st hop was weak and the and and the 3rd hops were strong.
In the case of Madras; imiltiple reflection.s from F-Iayer during the pulse 
transmission pieceding the morning transmission were observed. The down­
coming angles measured were S", aV', 35°, 45'’ and 56“ for the first five hops. 
The virtual heights came out to be aeo, 2,17, 25^ ,^ 2<?o and 310 km. respectively. 
The ascending order m the virtual heights is to be expected. As the working 
fre(inency approaches the maximuin usable frequency, the virtual height 
increases. It was observed that usually (be 3rd hop was the strongest, both in 
the case of the old anti new antennae, ’i'ypical |)ulse-patterns obtained are given 
in ]jlate X , Nos. 5 and P. The transmitting aerial was originall}' 0.56A. above 
ground and it was changed ovei to o.4i)\ on the 5th October, tq^ i . Afterthe 
change-over the 1 St hop almnsi disappeared. Polar diagrams of the old and new 
antennae are given in Figs. 2 and 3, which sliow that the new' aerial hardly gives 
any radiation at the ist hop angle
The pulse transmission following soon after the close of the morning tran.s- 
iijission usually gave five returns. 'I'he first two reflections are close together 
while the 3rd and the ,;th are well Separated. The downconiiiig angles obtained 
are 8" and 22'’ for the 1st and andreturns. The 3rd return gave a downcoming 
angle of 44'’ while the 4th gave an angle of 55". They corresiiond to ist hoj) from 
220 km., 2nd hop from 220 km., 3rd hop from 350 km., and 4th hop from 
375 km. A sudden jump hi the virtual lieight for the 3rd and 4II1 hops is to he 
noticed. These measurements were taken at about o a.m . The results appear to 
show'that the first two returns observed are the 1st and 2nd hops from F i layer 
while the 3rd and 4th returns are the 3rd and 4th hops from the Fa-layer. The 
basis for such a transmission is this : At q a.m. in October, 1941, the Fi-laycr 
critical ftequeiicy is such that only oue-ho]) and two-hop transmission between 
Madras and Delhi is possible. Radiation .at higher angles will penetrate the 
Fi-layer and wall be reflected from the F'a-layer. It seems that the transmission 
lietwcen Madras and Delhi is by both F i-an d  Fa-layers. The lower angles ar  ^
reflected from Fi-layer while higher angles arc reflected from Fa-layer.
Suiiimarisiiig the results for the morning transmission, we find that the 
multiple reflections from F-layer observed are in agreement with the theoiy. The 
results in the case of Madras for the end of the transmission suggest propagation 
both r i a  F i-  and Fa-layers.
C' O N C I. U S T O N P
A few general conclusions that may l>e drawn fioni tliC pre.sent study are aS 
follows :—
(i) Multiple reflection phenomenon is involved in the type of w ireless pro}>a- 
gation that was investigated.
(2) Presence of the E-layei and other intervening absorbing strata has the 
effect of reducing the number and strength of the components that comprise a 
downcoming wave. Such strata also introduce large deviations in the ray path, 
as a result of which the downcoming angles are eulianced.
{3) In the absence of any iutervcniiig layers, as for instance in the early 
mornings and nights, the downcoming angles agree fairly with the values calcula­
ted on the basis of simj)le mirror-like reflections
(.:]) Under the conditions, as jiostulated in (3) above, a knowledge o£ the state 
of the ionisation of the ionosphere, the working wave-length, the characteristics of 
the transmitting and receiving antennae, etc\, could be used for making reliable 
predictions of the type of propagation that may prevail in the case of short- 
distance short-wave propagation.
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